
 



Welcome to the first print issue of Florida 

Fandom since 1996 or a close to print issue. 

This will be published as a PDF e-zine, I will 

print at least one print issue for old time sake. 

I’m writing this in word 2007 and most of the 

graphic were done on The Print Shop or The 

Print Shop 3.0.  A big jump from the first issue 

done on an electric typewriter, cut up and 

pasted on to graft paper that wouldn’t 

reproduce when printed.  Over the years we 

have used many formats in creating FF.  Most 

of the issues were done on typewriter, 

although we did try several early issues using a Commodore 64 computer and dot matrix printer.  They 

were not very easy to read and the computer was used mostly for making graphics using The Print Shop 

for C-64 and The Print Shop Companion for the C-64.  After we went to ink jet we did to a couple of 

issues – using MS Publisher – they even had some scanned pictures in them. In just 15 years computers 

have changed.  With my laser printer I could do the entire print run from home and the scans no longer 

look like, well scans. But instead of printing it out we can print it as a PDF which can be read with several 

different e-readers or with your computer using a PDF reader. (It’s more fun with an e-reader as the 

pages will act more like a zines page.)  After I finish writing this page I will be going to Facebook to plead 

with people to send something to be in this issue. 

About our cover…I am sure I could have talked one of the many really great artist that I know to do a 

really nice cover – but the first few issues of FF had cut outs pasted together to form the cover, much 

like this was done. By the sixth issue people took pity on us and started sending us covers to use. If we 

go to another issue it will be a drawn cover done by someone much more artistically inclined than I am. 

 

 

 

 

 

Florida Fandom 2011: 35th Anniversary Issue. October 2011. All photos, art, and written pieces are copyright by their 

respective creators. All editorial content copyright©2011 by Rick and Ruth Coy. Florida Fandom has been and will be 

published at random points in time. This publication is a free download at www.floridafandom.com/newff .  Florida Fandom, 

2313 Price Way Sevierville, TN 37876. Contact us at: floridafandom@floridafandom.com .   

The cover of our first issue of Florida Fandom published October 1976. The 

cover was a combination of press type , photos, clip art, type written page. 

Everything was put together on a piece of graph paper that wouldn’t 

reproduce when copied. Several magazines had to be cut up to get the 

pictures and some of the clip art – like the words Star Trek. Today that same 

picture can be downloaded off the internet and programs like The Print Shop 

can create the graphics and banners.   

http://www.floridafandom.com/newff
mailto:floridafandom@floridafandom.com


 

 

Based on the cult D.C. Comics graphic novels by Warren Ellis and Cully Hamner, RED is an action-comedy 

starring Bruce Willis, Morgan Freeman, John Malkovich and Helen Mirren.    

RED is an acronym for Retired Extremely Dangerous! When his idyllic life is threatened by a high-tech 

assassin, former black-ops agent Frank Moses reassembles his old team in a last ditch effort to survive.  

Frank (Bruce Willis), Joe (Morgan Freeman), Marvin (John Malkovich) and Victoria (Helen Mirren) used 

to be the CIAs top agents but the secrets they know just made them the Agencys top targets. Now 

framed for assassination, they must use all of their collective cunning, experience and teamwork to stay 

one step ahead of their deadly pursuers and stay alive. To stop the operation, the team embarks on an 

impossible, cross-country mission to break into the top-secret CIA headquarters, where they will 

uncover one of the biggest conspiracies and cover-ups in government history.    

This is an edge of your seat, hold your breath, and hang on for the next turn, E ticket ride! with an all 

star cast and heavy action with a few subtle jokes thrown at you!    

RED is not a Superhero movie, but the characters feel like Superheroes nonetheless! The plot is strong 

and the story is compelling. The acting is believable and the special effects are powerful! I enjoyed this 

movie and I think you may find it has some hypnotic appeal for you too! 

 

 

 

  



 

Mystique Inner Turmoil by Stephanie Ziff 



 

I’ve always loved monsters. Ever since I was old enough to appreciate motion pictures as an art form, 

science fiction and horror have been my favorite genres. And if they had big, bad monsters in them, all 

the better.  

 It’s not surprising, then, that one of my fondest memories from childhood is of staying up late 

on Saturday nights for the Creature Feature show on our local ABC affiliate. It started at 11:30 p.m. with 

a science fiction film (more often than not directed by Roger Corman) and followed with either a second 

feature or an episode of the original Star Trek. Rare was the Saturday night when I would drag myself to 

bed, exhausted but happy, before 2 a.m. 

 For an 11-year-old kid in the late ‘60s, this was a dream come true. I would plop myself down in 

front of the TV and nosh on french fries or Tater Tots while immersing myself in some of the best (and 

worst) science fiction movies ever made. It was during this period that I first saw Beast With A Million 

Eyes, The She-Creature, Invasion of the Saucer Men, Day The World Ended, Beast From Haunted Cave, 

Panic in Year Zero, Godzilla, Attack of the Puppet People and many other movies that are still near and 

dear to my heart.  

 It was also around this time that I first discovered comic books, another passion that still 

consumes me today. The very first comic book I ever purchased was a monster book, Where Monsters 

Dwell #5 (yeah, I still have it), a Marvel Comics repackaging of old Atlas Comics monster and sci-fi 

stories. It was the Jack Kirby cover that grabbed me, a masterpiece of mayhem in which a giant mud 

creature named Taboo rampages through town while fighter jets shoot at his midsection and people 

scream in terror. I devoured that book and went looking for more, gradually expanding my interest to 

include superheroes (my first published work was a letter- to-the-editor in Justice League of America), 

funny animals and humor. But when it came time to thin my collection in the early ‘80s, it was the 

monster comics that I kept. And still have today. 

 All of this, of course, was merely a prelude to the magazine that would become my childhood 

bible – Famous Monsters of Filmland. I don’t remember which issue was my first, but much like young 

Forrest Ackerman when he stumbled upon an early issue of Amazing Stories, that magazine fairly 

screamed, “Take me home, little boy, you will love me!” 

 FM was much more than monthly entertainment; under Forry’s stewardship it was also a history 

lesson in all things cinematically horrific. It was within its pages that I first learned about the pantheon of 

Universal horror flicks, most of which I didn’t get to see until much later. I also learned who helmed 



those and many other magnificent films, who created the special effects and, sometimes, their source 

material.  

 Obsessed, I bought every book on monster movies I could find: Denis Gifford’s A Pictorial History 

of Horror Movies, and his terrific bio of the master himself, Karloff: The Man, The Monster, The Movies; 

William Everson’s Classics of the Horror Film; Robert G. Anderson’s The Artistry of Lon Chaney; Thomas 

Atkins’ Science Fiction Films and Thomas G. Aylesworth’s Monsters From The Movies, among others. 

 These books were great fun, but ultimately they were merely a supplement to the knowledge 

gleaned from every new issue of Famous Monsters of Filmland. Once I finally figured out when the 

magazine was delivered to my corner newsstand, I was there, eager and ready, coins in hand. I read the 

articles, studied the pictures and coveted just about everything sold in its back pages (especially the 

8mm shorts; I would have sold my little sister for 200 celluloid feet of I Was A Teenage Werewolf!). 

 I also entered the contests. I never won the big prize, but in one case I was one of hundreds who 

received a postcard signed by Forry himself, though it was just his initials. (And yes, I still have that, too). 

 Perhaps most importantly, FM made me realize I wasn’t alone in my love of science fiction and 

horror. Far from it, in fact. The magazine’s letters page was full of missives from kids just like me asking 

a question, offering a comment about a particular movie or star, or just saying thanks for giving them a 

voice. I could relate to these young people. They were mostly my age, many of them had the same 

horrible hair cut I had, and they were extremely enthusiastic about their individual interest, whether it 

was Universal monsters, Dark Shadows or the latest Ray Harryhausen flick. My own cadre of friends 

didn’t particularly share my love of monsters, so it was comforting to know that some kid, somewhere, 

was also staying up late to revel in his own local latenite Creature Feature show. 

 As I entered high school, my interest in FM gave way to pursuits of the female kind, and I 

stopped buying it. I kept my collection, which numbered in the scores, for many years after, finally 

bartering it (along with a huge stack of comics) at a local comic book shop for Russ Cochran’s 

outstanding slipcased collections of Tales From the Crypt and The Vault of Horror. (By then, I had 

become a devoted EC Addict.) 

 But even without my monthly dose of FM, Forry wasn’t far from my mind. Whenever I watched 

an old horror or science fiction movie, I would think of him and FM and the joy they brought me during 

my younger, formative years.  

 A few years after college, I took a job as a writer with Your Health, a national health and medical 

magazine published in Boca Raton, Florida, and quickly became friends with a fellow scribe named Jerry 

Shaw, who shared my love of arcane films and – not surprisingly – Famous Monsters of Filmland.  

 During our downtime Jerry and I would discuss our favorite films, and in the midst of one such 

chat had a question about Zontar: The Thing From Venus that neither of us could answer. “Let’s call 

Forry!” we said in unison, and quickly placed a call to our monster mentor in Horrorwood, Karloffornia. 

Forry wasn’t home, so we left a message and our office’s toll-free number, and got back to work. A 



couple of hours later, my phone rang. “This is Forrest Ackerman,” said a deeply baritone voice. “I 

understand you had a question about Zontar.”  

 I was stunned. My childhood hero was calling me! I quickly got Jerry on the line and together we 

chatted with Forry for about 20 wonderful minutes.  

 I finally got to meet Forrest Ackerman in person in 1986. The event was ConFederation, the 

World Science Fiction Convention in Atlanta, where Forry was a guest, along with his childhood friends 

Ray Harryhausen and Ray Bradbury. I was an old convention hand by that time, having spent many a 

Saturday attending regional Star Trek cons throughout Florida. But this was The Big One, and my level of 

anticipation went all the way to11. On the morning of the first day, I was wandering through the dealers’ 

room with my sister, Sharon, and friends Mark and Edd, when who should we spot taking in the scene 

but Forry himself, bedecked in his de rigeur Hawaiian shirt and brown jacket. I went up and introduced 

myself, shook his hand and told him how much FM had meant to me as a kid. He’s no doubt heard that 

from thousands of people over the years, but he reacted with such enthusiasm and warmth that you’d 

think I was the first person to praise his baby. 

 ConFederation remains one of the most fun experiences of my life. In addition to meeting Forry, 

my friends and I were able to shmooze with the Two Rays and a veritable galaxy of science fiction 

literature’s brightest stars, including Fred Pohl, L. Sprague deCamp, Harlan Ellison and Larry Niven.  

 Cut to 1992 and the second World Horror Convention in Nashville, Tennessee. Forry, 

understandably, was one of the guests, but oddly, no one seemed to be paying much attention to him. 

My wife, Nan, Sharon and I took him under our wing and spent almost all of the con at his side. We even 

took him out to dinner one evening where, being a most considerate guest, he ordered the least 

expensive item on the menu.  

 Having Forry pretty much to ourselves for hours at a time was a remarkable experience. I asked 

him about the early years of FM, his favorite movies, the priceless movie memorabilia that filled literally 

every room of his California home and his recollections of the many horror and science fiction greats 

with whom he had developed deep and abiding friendships. The man who first coined the phrase “sci-fi” 

regaled us with stories both hilarious and poignant while we hung on his every word. During those 

memorable moments, he truly was “Uncle Forry.”  

 Forry took a shine to Sharon and humorously flirted with her throughout the convention. At the 

end, he gave us both a signed copy of his book, Forrest Ackerman, Famous Monster of Filmland, which 

today holds an honored place in my autograph collection. 

 The following year, a Famous Monsters convention was held in Crystal City, Virginia to celebrate 

the mag’s 35th anniversary.  The guest list was packed with movie stars and other personalities I had 

watched, read and admired since childhood, including Ray Harryhausen, Ray Bradbury, William Schallert, 

Anne Robinson, Conrad Brooks, Robert Bloch, John Landis, Joe Dante and Curt Siodmak, among others. 

It was a Monster Kid’s dream come true. 



 Some friends and I decided to enter the convention’s amateur film competition and created a 

comedic homage to ‘50s sci-fi flicks titled The Thing That Wasn’t There. The four-minute film took two 

weeks to shoot and eight hours to edit on a $30 VCR-to-VCR editing deck, but our efforts were well 

worth it. The audience laughed at all the right places and much to our amazement, the judges – Forry, 

Dante and Landis – awarded us first prize. Sharon, who played the scientist’s girlfriend in our little opus, 

was our scream queen, and spent the rest of the convention screaming on request, much to the chagrin 

of the hotel staff and anyone standing next to her. (Later that year, TTTWT also took first place at the 

DragonCon amateur film competition in a heated judging that caused avant garde filmmaker Joe Christ 

to walk out in protest. In case you’re wondering, we’re currently between projects.) 

 The Crystal City convention heralded the rebirth of FM with issue 200, but as most true fans 

know by now, the good times were short-lived as the relationship between Forry and new publisher Ray 

Ferry quickly soured over money and copyright issues. Siding with Forry, I decided that my relationship 

with FM would include only those issues published under his reign. 

 In the years that followed, I had the opportunity to interview Forry by phone for a magazine 

article, and met him numerous times at subsequent World Science Fiction Conventions, which Forry – a 

member of First Fandom and an attendee of the very first WorldCon in 1939 – tried never to miss. 

  Forry tends to tell the same stories over and over again, but the child in me never grows tired of 

hearing them, and almost always I learn something I never knew before. The last time I saw Forry, at 

LACon IV in Anaheim, he looked frail and was wheelchair bound, but still had that mischievous twinkle in 

his eye. During a special one-man panel, he waxed eloquently on a variety of far-ranging subjects, 

including a double date with Fritz Lang, and the 12-year-old in me was ecstatic. It was as if the old FM 

had come to life once again. 

 In recent months I’ve spent way too much money on eBay trying to rebuild the collection of 

Famous Monsters of Filmland I so foolishly sold more than two decades ago. This time, however, older 

and slightly more financially secure, I’ve been able to acquire very good copies of  FM numbers 1 and 3, 

neither of which I had never read before. 

 In fact, as I write this, I still haven’t read them. I’m savoring their possession, waiting for just the 

right time to drag a chair into the shade of the oak trees in my front yard, open the magazines’ pages 

and find myself transported back to my Wonder Years.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

Space ship by WIlliam Cellich 

 



 

It’s been a few years since I’ve written a Coy’s Comic Corner.  Haven’t been reading many comics except 

a graphic novel here and there.  The main reason being is that the stories are written so you must buy 

each issue to  know what’s going on.  DC has just rebooted their entire line to get more new readers. To 

give them a starting point.  In doing this they are redesigning most of the heroes, which could loose 

them some of their long time fans.  But they still are not going after the once in a while reader – which is 

what was the main stream of the comics in the Golden and Silver Age. Today I would be more welling to 

shell out $3 or $4 for a comic if it was a complete story, but not for a part of a story that I have no idea 

of what’s going on. 

One of the big problems is that we have today to many “Fan Boy” writers. They don’t know how to write 

a short story.  Many good gold and silver age stories were only 8 pages long.  The stories were 

entertaining.  Some were fluff, others were part of the mythos of the heroes.  Look at EC Comics, some 

of the scariest were only a few pages long.  A lot of the comics were written by “real” writer, a lot of the 

time under pen names so their main stream fans wouldn’t know that they were writing comic books.  

Today we still have “real” writers, but again they are usually writing novels in comic form and it’s better 

to wait until the story is reprinted in graphic novel form.  

Many years ago in a comics letters page a fan wrote in complaining about the fact that fans were always 

giving real good idea’s and they were never used by the comics and the editor (who I believe was Stan 

Lee, but not sure) said something like , they did look at what the fans suggested and many times used 

parts of the suggestions, but the writers were the pros, and when a time came that the fans controlled 

the comics they would die.  Well, today the fans control the comics…. I know as a young fan I though 

book long stories would be great – but I was thinking more of a giant size book with one story, not 

covering 5 or 10 issues. (and I like graphic novels, since that’s what they are) For the person that’s not 

going to miss an issue this is great, but for the companies it isn’t.  If you don’t like a story, that title will 

be dropped until a new story arch starts and today it sometimes so hard to see one from another, you 

may never go back to that title.  Or in a case like me, I still love the superheroes, but picking up a comic 

today is like tossing away your money – even so called one shots usually go into another comic.  I’ve 

even picked up graphic novels that were not a complete story.   

I think the comic companies could double or triple their sales by giving stories that were complete in one 

issue.  This can get you new fans.  If they pick up an issue and like it, they may pick up more…but if they 

pick up one and it part 7 of 470 it a waste of money and the person will not pick up that title again. 



I am planning to pick up a few of the New DC to see if I like them or not.  Not real happy with some of 

the costume changes as it is.  The only good reboot for me would be that Clark wakes up and realizing 

everything that happen starting with Crisis on Infinite Earths was just a bad dream.  Supergirl was Linda 

Lee Danvers, The JSA was on Earth 2, Capt. Marvel was on Earth S and so on.  

After I begin writing this I did pick up a copy of Supergirl 1. DC if you want new readers give them a 

complete story!  This was a complete waste of money…there is no story here.  Just some 

events with a cliff hanger? Ending when this person shows up, that must be the “NEW” 

Superman. Guys at DC go back to Action Comics 252. This is how you introduce 

Supergirl….and back then you also had another complete story!!! I would settle for one story 

– but give me a complete story, it might make me want to come back and read another, 

maybe not number 2…but another. I could care less about the next story or should I say 

chapter, as these are not stories anymore.  DC and MARVEL why can’t you find GOOD short 

story writers??  DC take titles like Action, Adventure, Detective and give us some short stories 

– two complete each issue. Then take some of your other titles and give us one story issues – 

but the complete story.  Then take a few  titles and make them into the soap operas that 

comics have become.  See which ones sell the most. And promote the fact that the comics 

contain complete stories. Just maybe store beside comic shops and book stores would start 

carrying comics again.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

On our left we have a 

single chapter of a story 

that tell little and leaves 

us not wanting more. 

On our right we have 

not only one but two 

complete stories…and 

we kept coming back for 

more over the years. 

WAKE UP DC 

   

 



Jedi School 

Final Exam 

 

A Jedi is never without his traditional weapon, which is called a: 

 

(1) Light bulb 

(2) Light saber 

(3) Light beer 

(4) Light fantastic 

 

If your aforementioned weapon fails to operate when turned on, the problem is most likely: 

 

(1) The batteries are dead 

(2) The extension cord is unplugged 

(3) You've picked up a flashlight by mistake 

(4) The warranty has expired 

 

As a Jedi in the rebellion, your fighting ship is known as: 

 

(1) An X-Wing 

(2) Anorexia 

(3) A right-wing 

(4) The Graf Zeppelin 

 

When attempting to destroy an enemy battle station, you should aim for: 

 



 

(1) The exhaust port 

(2) The executive restroom 

(3) A womp rat 

(4) The shortest escape route 

 

Your rebel base has just been invaded by the Empire. You hear heavy breathing. It is probably: 

 

(1) Darth Vader 

(2) A Tauntaun in respiratory arrest 

(3) Wookiee mating season 

(4) Han and the Princess 

 

You crash-land on a bog planet inhabited by strange creatures. You are in: 

 

(1) Dagobah 

(2) Gatorland 

(3) Walt Disney World 

(4) Deep trouble 

 

On this planet, you encounter a short green creature with long ears. It is: 

 

(1) Yoda, your Jedi Master 

(2) Julie, your cruise director 

(3) Pardon, your fly's unzipped 



(4) Herve Villachaize 

 

Which of the following should not be said to a Jedi Master: 

 

(1) My God - There are little green men from outer space! 

(2) Seen Snow White lately? 

(3) I was going to ask you to pay attention, but I see you're all ears 

(4) All of the above 

 

A Jedi's power comes from: 

 

(1) The Force 

(2) A Sears Diehard 

(3) Wheaties 

(4) Dagobah Power and Light 

 

A Jedi craves not: 

 

(1) Adventure, excitement 

(2) Topless mud wrestling 

(3) Worm farming 

(4) Manscaping 

 

You may be about to succumb to the dark side of the Force if you: 

 



(1) Give in to hate 

(2) Go into politics 

(3) Fart in the presence of your R2 unit 

(4) Take up genocide as a hobby 

 

If, in the course of duty, a Jedi is killed, he or she will: 

 

(1) Pass on to a higher plane of existence 

(2) Miss the plane to Poughkeepsie 

(3) Be dropped from the payroll 

(4) Die 

 

SCORING 

 

1-2 wrong - Excellent. You may become a Jedi immediately. 

3-4 wrong - Fair. You may become a Jedi after postgraduate studies 

5-6 wrong - Poor. Your father had better be a wealthy benefactor 

7-12 wrong - Hopeless. You will be named assistant to Jar Jar Binks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 



Comment by John on the picture on Page 15. 

 

unpublished sketch from the late '70's. Hope you like it  

and can use it... 

 

You may not know that in late 1978 I wrote a story treatment for a  

two part BATTLESTAR GALACTICA (called TROJAN HORSE) which was being  

considered for the second season of the series. I actually got a  

phone call from Producer Leslie Stevens telling me how much they  

liked the treatment but that the series had been cancelled...and then  

we talked (i.e. I hammered him with questions) about the original  

OUTER LIMITS TV series for what seemed like hours, but must've only  

been a few minutes...I was in heaven! You may find it interesting  

that my agent during that time (who submitted the Galactica  

treatment) was Larry Sternig, who was also the agent for Andre Norton. 

 

Bestest, 

 

John 

 

 

“He is too old,” the Master said, 

“Yes, much too old to train.” 

“But I can do it!” countered Luke, 

“I’m not afraid of pain.” 

 

“You will be,” said the wizened elf 

As he bared his teeth in glee - 

“For, after two or three months here, 

You’ll start to look like me!” 

 



Then Yoda said, “Your regimen 

Had best begin by dawn. 

Just think: Someday perhaps you’ll be 

A ghost like Obi-Wan.” 

 

Much later, on an endless hike 

Luke thought, “Though fear I lack, 

This supervision’s killing me - 

Wish he’d get off my back.” 

 

His Jedi Master taught him well 

As days and weeks progressed. 

The cooking, cleaning - ironing, too - 

Luke hardly stopped to rest. 

 

He learned to balance upside down, 

Which made his face turn red. 

He learned to dump his small instructor 

Roughly on his head. 

 

He learned to see into the past 

And see the future too, 

So when he saw the trouble there, 

His training days were through. 

 

“I’ve got to go,” said boy to elf, 

“And it’s you I have to thank. 

But Dagobah, when the wind is right, 

Smells like a septic tank.” 

 

He climbed into his X-Wing then, 

With his little droid in tow, 

While Yoda and old Obi-Wan 

Stood there and watched him go. 

 

“I cannot help him now,” said Ben, 

“And although his plans are grand, 

I think that soon the boy may need 

Someone to lend a hand.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

No one could draw a rotted, walking corpse like Graham Ingels.  In fact, no one could draw 
anything quite like Graham Ingels.   Under the pen name of "Ghastly," Ingels developed a 
unique and inimitable gothic style that almost single-handedly redefined horror art in the 
1950s. 

  His stories for E.C. Comics' Tales From the Crypt (made famous in recent years by the HBO 
series of the same name), The Haunt of Fear and The Vault of Horror seemed to drip evil and 
decay from every panel. And readers couldn't get enough. Whenever the editors asked fans to 
rate E.C.'s horror artists, "Ghastly" almost always came in first. 

  But Graham Ingels was much more than a comic book artist with a distinctive style. He also 
was a gifted painter who could draw portraits, machinery and nature with equal ease. One of 
his favorite subjects was South Florida history. 

  Like many creative geniuses, Graham Ingels was a complicated and frequently misunderstood 
man. A student of New York's prestigious Hawthorne School of Art, Ingels loathed the comic 
books that put food on his table - yet still managed to produce some of the finest work ever to 
grace the medium. He was also plagued by alcoholism, which many believe was a contributing 
factor to the bizarre break-up of his marriage.  

  In 1962, all the problems in Graham Ingels' troubled life apparently came to a head. He went 
to work one day and never came home. For years, even his family and closest friends didn't 
know exactly where he was, and those who wished to discuss business could contact him only 
through his attorney. 

  Where did Graham Ingels go? That's the easiest question to answer - he ended up in Lantana, 
Florida, just a stone's throw south of Palm Beach. But why did he disappear? Only now is the 
story starting to become clear. 

                               *** 

  His "Artist of the Issue" profile in Haunt of Fear #10 tells us that Graham Ingels was born on 
June 7, 1915, in Cincinnati, Ohio. His father, Don Ingels, was a commercial artist who died when 
Graham was 14. Inheriting his father's talent, Ingels got a job drawing theater displays at age 
16, and managed to make his living through art - either drawing or teaching - for the rest of his 



life. He even drew while in the Navy during World War II, at one point painting a mural for the 
United Nations. 

  After the war, Ingels tried to get back into magazine illustration, but times were hard. Unable 
to find decent-paying work, he grudgingly turned to comic books to make ends meet, 
freelancing for various comic book houses before joining E.C. around 1947. 

  Most comic book aficionados agree that Ingels' early work at E.C. - primarily crime stories and 
westerns - was competent but uninspired. It was only when he started illustrating the eerie and 
atmospheric horror stories for which E.C. would become famous that he really excelled. 
Vengeful corpses and gruesome ghouls quickly became his specialty. No one else could come 
close. 

  "Jack Davis was one of the masters of this kind of stuff, but he wasn't revolting the way 
Graham Ingels was," recalls Maggie Thompson, editor of the weekly Comics Buyer's Guide and a 
long- time fan of E.C. "With Ingels' stuff, you didn't want to touch the page. It was masterful 
work." 

  Ingels quickly became one of E.C.'s premiere talents, drawing the lead story in every issue of 
Haunt of Fear, secondary stories for the two other horror titles and the occasional crime tale. It 
was a grueling schedule, but Ingels was fast with a brush and had little trouble keeping up, says 
fellow E.C. alumni George Evans. 

  It was during this period, associates recall, that Ingels' drinking started to get out of hand. His 
work never suffered, but he occasionally missed deadlines, forcing E.C. editor Al Feldstein to 
give him advanced deadlines so that publishing schedules wouldn't be affected. Sometimes, say 
friends, Ingels would disappear for days at a time - often with his completed artwork under his 
arm. Amazingly, he never once misplaced it.  

  "His drinking was the key source of friction at home," confirms Evans, who used to socialize 
with Ingels and his wife, Gertrude. "Graham could really put away the liquor.   "The only time I 
saw Graham when he really had more than he could handle, he offered me a ride home from 
the E.C. offices and it scared the hell out of me. We left Bill Gaines' office and there was a bar 
down below. Even though there were rest rooms in the office, Graham said, 'I'd better stop in 
and piss.' So we went in to the bar, but you couldn't use the restroom without having a beer or 
two, so we had three. That's the amount I allow myself. When we took the subway out to 
where Graham had parked his car, there happened to be another place. He spotted this bar, so 
we went in and did the same thing again.   "By this time, I would take a sip and pour out the 
rest. But Graham was taking the whole thing in, and it hit him. We would be tearing along at 65 
miles per hour on the parkway and I would see lights a mile ahead and he would suddenly hit 
the brakes. Then we would be approaching traffic and he would put his foot to the gas pedal. At 
a given point, I would say, 'Hey, Graham, you're coming up on that pretty damned fast!' And he 
would say, 'Not to worry, George, I've got everything under control.' 

  "When we reached my home, I told Graham we'd get my wife Evie to drive out and I'd drive 
him the rest of the way home. And he got a little angry at that, so we let him go. But Evie called 



to make sure he got home okay. That is the one occasion I saw him really plastered. Often at a 
barbecue he'd drink and just get mellow." 

   Years later, friends say, Ingels quit drinking except for the occasional evening cocktail. Unlike 
many other comic book artists, alcohol wasn't the worst demon that plagued Graham Ingels.   
E.C.'s horror comics enjoyed a healthy and lucrative run for about five years. Then the "dark 
days" descended.   In 1954, horror and crime comics - especially those published by E.C. - came 
under brutal attack by members of Congress looking for an easy scapegoat for rising juvenile 
delinquency and other social problems. In a situation very similar to Robert Dole's and Newt 
Gingrich's recent attacks on movie and television violence, Congress began making not-so-
veiled threats of comic book censorship, and publishers went into a panic. The result was 
severe self-censorship in the form of the Comics Code Authority, an industry review board 
which still exists today.   E.C. publisher William Gaines - who vehemently opposed any form of 
censorship - tried to fight the government's senseless attack, but found himself outgunned. He 
refused to put his comics before the CCA, and distributors refused to carry them. Gaines finally 
gave in, but it was too late. His beloved horror and crime comics died in 1955. But don't grieve 
for Gaines. He was left with one title that would ultimately make him millions - MAD magazine.   
The sudden death of E.C.'s horror comics posed serious problems for Ingels. He managed to get 
occasional work at other comic book companies, including Classics Illustrated, but apparently 
had great trouble landing regular employment as an illustrator. 

  "I think Graham tried to find other comic book work after E.C., and I think he did have 
trouble," notes Russ Cochran, a Missouri-based specialty publisher who reprinted E.C.'s entire 
line in boxed editions and who later commissioned Ingels to do some E.C.-related oil paintings. 
"Graham specialized in horror and scary stuff, and when Gaines folded his comics, all the ones 
that were like them folded, too."  

  It's very likely that Ingels' affiliation with E.C. closed many more doors than it opened. Horror 
comics in general and E.C. in particular were being pilloried at every turn, and Ingels' work was 
without question some of the most horrific of the genre. While not attacked by name (possibly 
because he used a pen name), Ingels' stories were frequently held up during Congressional 
hearings as an example of everything that was wrong with the comic book industry. 

  "There's no question that doors were slammed in Graham's face and that turned him even 
more against comic books," Evans notes. "But when the E.C. line folded, he was hurting. His 
wife was not working so everything was on his shoulders. He had set up a little school on Long 
Island, but it wasn't paying a great deal. Anyway, he said he'd be glad for any work I could get 
him, so I made an arrangement at Classics Illustrated for him to ink my pencils. Later, he was 
given some assignments adapting stories." 

  With the exception of Classics Illustrated, few companies were standing in line to help E.C.'s 
artists after the ax fell. Most of the major publishers were just relieved that E.C. was no longer 
eating into their profits, and they couldn't have cared less about the company's out-of-work 
staff.   It must be assumed that being snubbed by an industry he disliked but was dependent 
upon hurt Ingels a great deal. Roger Hill, an E.C. historian and Ingels collector, spoke with Ingels' 



daughter, Deanna, shortly after Ingels' death in 1991. Deanna told Hill that her father had 
always been a very sensitive man -and that he never forgot a personal slight. This personality 
quirk was also confirmed by many who took art lessons from Ingels following his move to South 
Florida. 

  After a brief period of struggling, things seemed to improve for Ingels when he landed a 
teaching position at the Famous Artists Schools in Westport, Connecticut. It was, by all 
accounts, a job he greatly enjoyed.   It's here, however, that things get a little cloudy. Even 
though Ingels was now working steadily, his family life was in disarray (remaining family 
members declined to be interviewed for this article, so details are sketchy). His relationship 
with Gertrude became increasingly strained (possibly due to his heavy drinking), and apparently 
Ingels simply couldn't bear the life he was living.  

  So in 1962, Graham Ingels quietly packed up and moved to Lantana, where he painted and 
taught fine art from his tiny home on Minnesota Street. Years later, close friends are still unsure 
if he ever officially divorced Gertrude. If not, says Evans, it was possibly because both were 
devout Catholics.  

  Relations between Ingels and his children were painfully strained for decades, but he finally 
reconciled with Deanna in the mid-'80s with the help of George Evans, who had stayed in touch 
with Ingels' family. However, Ingels apparently never reconciled with his son Robby, who 
couldn't forgive his father for running out. It was a situation that hurt Ingels to the very 

end. 

  In Florida, Ingels became extremely reclusive, and went to great lengths to avoid publicity or 
any association with his comic book past. Evans recalls an incident in which a couple of college-
age comic book fans found out where Ingels was living and flew to Florida to meet him. "He 
refused to talk to them," Evans says, "and he told Bill Gaines to put out the word that if anyone 
bothered him that way again he would take legal action to stop it." Over the years, most 
reporters who approached Ingels for an interview - this one included - were greeted with 
similar threats. 

  There's no question, however, that Ingels' life changed dramatically once he settled in Florida, 
thanks in great part to his girlfriend Dorothy Bennett. An artistic soul in her own right, Bennett 
handled the day to day aspects of Ingels' teaching business, cherished his artistic talent and 
encouraged his various endeavors, say friends. The couple lived next door to each for years, 
and finally moved in together - but never wed, possibly because of Ingels' previous marriage. 
(Bennett also declined to be interviewed for this article). 

  Ingels surrounded himself with a devoted group of students, many of whom remained with 
him for decades. He was, by all accounts, an outstanding instructor who always encouraged his 
students to pursue art professionally. The cost of his classes: an astoundingly low $10 per 
session, which he finally raised to $12. 



  "There wasn't anything Graham couldn't draw," says Ann Tyler, a Belle Glade, Florida, artist 
who studied under Ingels for more than 25 years. "He was a master. His talent was limitless."   
"He never wanted you to paint flowers," adds Carol Caldwell, an  award-winning artist in Lake 
Worth, Florida. "You had to be so careful about your subject matter because he wanted it to be 
challenging and difficult. He always wanted you to be a serious artist, not a Sunday afternoon 
hobbyist." 

  The vast majority of Ingels' students were female. This bothered him a bit, say friends, 
because Ingels was a man's man who really enjoyed talking about "guy stuff." Some of the most 
fun Ingels ever had, says Tyler, was chatting with farmers, ranchers and area pioneers while 
researching the history of the Glades region. 

   Between classes, Ingels worked ceaselessly on his own projects and, like an artistic Johnny 
Appleseed, sprinkled much of Palm Beach County and the Florida Glades with his distinctive 
work.   The Bank of Belle Glade, for example, commissioned him in 1982 to create five large 
murals depicting the history of the region from the 1850s to the present. Ann Tyler opened the 
door by doing several large paintings for the bank depicting Seminole life, then recommended 
Ingels for the historical series. The massive project took two years to complete.   Ingels also 
painted the portraits of several notable Glades residents, and did a series of nine South Florida 
historical paintings which were acquired by Helen Boynton of West Palm Beach for a proposed 
set of limited edition prints (only one painting, depicting Palm Beach in 1894, was ever 
reprinted). In addition, Ingels' paintings hang on the walls of the Bank of Pahokee and a few 
area art shops - where prices range from $35 to several hundred. 

  In the late '80s and early '90s, Ingels softened his anti-comic book stance a little bit and began 
painting portraits of The Old Witch for Russ Cochran, who sold them at auction for between  
$4,000 and $6,000. Cochran also sold the preliminary studies Ingels did for each painting for 
several hundred dollars each.   Even this simple - and profitable - endeavor had to be on Ingels' 
own terms, however. For example, he detested the color red - he said it hurt his eyes - and 
refused to use it in his paintings. As a result, the Old Witch's shroud was a purple magenta, 
even though it had been red in the comic books. 

  "Many fans commented on this, and Graham finally said to me, 'Look, I'm going to do it my 
way or not at all,'" Cochran recalls. "'Would you rather have an Old Witch with a purple dress or 
no Old Witch?' So I quit pushing him. It was his way or the highway. 

  "Sadly, by the time we had some momentum up and people were aware of the fact that he'd 
been found again and that he was doing E.C.-style paintings, he got sick."    Graham Ingels died 
of cancer on April 4, 1991, after a brief stay in the hospital. Those who knew him well agree 
that his life was a series of paths not taken, of certain opportunities and dreams unfulfilled. 
However, he was far from unhappy. He greatly enjoyed teaching, and was never happier than 
when painting a scene from Florida history or its wildlife. And while his first marriage may have 
ended in turmoil, there's no question that Dorothy Bennett made that period in his life - and all 
the years after - much easier to bear. 



  An extraordinarily talented artist, Graham Ingels' quirky personality kept him from becoming a 
nationally renowned illustrator and from fully capitalizing on his past comic book achievements 
- a situation that almost certainly could have brought him great fame and fortune (just look at 
Batman creator Bob Kane, who's practically a national treasure). Saddest of all, Ingels died just 
months before HBO would make Tales From the Crypt and E.C. Comics household words again.   
"Graham Ingels was a genius," states artist Ann Tyler, who considers him her mentor. "He could 
retain and see through to the essence of anything."   Except his own stubborn heart. 

                               -#- 

 

Graham Ingels 

Note from John Ellis on the picture on the next page: Here is an unpublished piece I did at a local 

California anime convention in 1998 of THE GUYVER. 

Note that circa 1993 I was asked by Guyver Producer Brian Yuzna to write a story treatment and 

proposal for me to direct the 2nd Guyver movie (called GUYVER 2: BATTLE OF THE TITANS) which would 

have largely taken place in Washington DC...it would have been fun, and would have reduced many of 

the famous Capitol monuments to piles of rubble...but they instead chose to make the 2nd film (called 

GUYVER 2: DARK HERO) in Los Angeles, closer to the parent company in Japan, and it turned out pretty 

well (if you ask me). Just a footnote, and I hope you like the drawing. 



 



   

 

Until I picked up Showcase 22 my favorite hero was Superman.  I was nine years old and with 
my folks at a local newsstand, and the cover got my attention and I added it to my stack of 
Superman, Batman, Donald Duck comics.  After getting home and reading it, Green Lantern was 
my favorite. Face it you couldn’t come from another planet – but hey you could get this cool 
ring that gave you your super-powers.  In the mid-sixties we all wanted to see our favorite 
heroes on the silver screen. Luckily that didn’t happen, the effects would not have none it 
justice.  FLASH FORWARD 52 years and the movie is a reality. And it was in 3-D… Ruth and I 
went to see it soon after it came out.  And the film transformed me back to that nine year old 
once again. This was the Hal Jordan I loved in the comics as a kid. Using his ring to create, well 
very creative weapons.  It was fun…like comics used to be.  There were some major changes in 
the movie, but none that hurt it. The use of CGI let them bring in all the different Green 
Lanterns in the corp.  And the idea of using a CGI costume was great since his costume was 
always controlled by the power ring.  Now the sad part is that it got a lot of bad reviews and it 
didn’t make the money they were hoping for. The bad reviews I am sure were by those who like 
their heroes Dark and don’t like any humor in them.  I read people complaining about the 
things he made with his ring as weapons…read some of the old silver age stories (reprints are 
out  there) and you will see – that’s what he did, as I said comics were fun then. As for not 
making the money…this was the year of blockbusters – the last Harry Potter, 4th Pirates, X-men 
First Class, Capt. America, Thor, Transformers, and I’m sure I’m forgetting something. I’ve seen 
this happen before were movies that were expected to take off, didn’t because there was just 
too much coming out.  I hope world wide it makes enough to get us a second movie…. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

FLORIDA FANDOM: I’m doing second editions of the originals that will be PDF files when I 

finish. All words and original art is the same, but fonts, banners, graphics are being updated. As 

of this writing I have done the first four issues and working on number five. I want to get at least 

six done before uploading. Photos I’ve been updating using the internet as scanning the poor 

reproduction of the photos from the original wouldn’t work.  Using paint.net to take the scans of 

the artwork and cleaning it up. (Not changing any of the artwork, just whiting the scan, getting 

rid of any bleed from the other page, and making the blacks darker).  I’ve tried several ways of 

converting the original issues – none were really good – so the idea of making a second edition 

came to me when playing around with a what if I had the type of computers and programs when 

I did them originally…I was looking at one that I had done of number one… and it hit me – redo 

them – make sure it states that it’s a reprint and update and it was made in 2011.  But keeping the 

spirit alive so other can enjoy or at least get a laugh at what we did.   And anyone who has some 

of the originals can check what could have been done….almost like taking a time machine going 

back with a modern computer system and doing them.  I’m having fun with them and hope 

others will also… always keep in mind some of originals are 35 years old, address and ads are 

not valid any more.  Also the artwork may not represent the artwork of the artist today. 

NOW the big question – should we try another issue?  Let me know what you think. And if we 

do should it be vol. Five, number one or should I count all the old issues including this one and 

make that the issue number?  Please send LOC to floridafandom@floridafandom.com . 

I have made printed copies of all the issues that I’ve made into PDF files.  I use my Cannon 

imageclass MFM and tell it to print it in booklet form.  It prints it out looking like a Florida 

Fandom of old except it’s nicer looking.  The cannon is a monochrome laser printer so it’s only 

in black and white, but none of the inkjets we have will do the need little booklet thing. 

ON LINE GROUPS: 

This is new from pass issue of FF, but has been used on line. If you know of a group for 

UPDATE let us know. 

AT YAHOOGROUPS: floridafandom, UtraZine, dc-comics, DC_Crossroads, 

FawcettQualityFoxCharltonComics, Marves_of_Shazam, SouthernFandomClassics (Souther 

Fandom Confederation). 

ON FACEBOOK: Florida Fandom, STFF: Star Trek Federation of Fans, Dragonriders of Pern 

Unite, Myth Adventures, Star Struck. 

ON GATHER(www.gather.com): SF and Comic Fandom United, Allthingsfantasyandscifi, 

Science Fiction, Sci Fi Madness & Fun, Comic Books, Star Wars, Smallvilee Daily Planet, Super 

peeps, Science Fiction on TV, Spider-man from A to Z, Star Trek Unleashed, Neil Gaiman, 

mailto:floridafandom@floridafandom.com
http://www.gather.com/


Chris Reeve Fans, Fans of Rocky Horror Picture Show, We Probably Spend to Much Time 

Thinking About Comics. 

On all three of these sites you can find more groups.  Facebook and Gather you must go to the 

pages of the groups to read articles, posts, pictures, and videos. With yahoo you can get daily 

mailings either single emails or digests and on the site will be pictures, links, chat and other 

things to do. 

CONS: 

We got information on several cons, but all of them were happening before this issue was 

coming out.  

IN GENERAL:  

Just in case we come out with another issue and to keep up with what we are doing check our 

facebook page or check us out at www.floridafandom.com/newff. This is the area were we will 

have all our PDF version of FF – the new, the best of, and the second editions of the originals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

How the klingon 

got there bumps 

on their heads. 
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